Step 1: Overlap

After the first piece of CollidEscape is fully applied to the surface of the glass, a second piece may be aligned to the first to complete the full coverage of the window. It is possible to use the micro-perforations as a guide to slide the second piece into near perfect alignment with the first.

Step 2: Cut

Both pieces should now be fully applied to the surface of the glass, with only a doubling of the material at the seam. Using a straight edge and a sharp knife, make a cut that splits the overlap through both layers of CollidEscape to the surface of the glass.

Step 3: Remove Overlap (part 1)

It should be possible now to remove a strip of overlap from the seam - simply peel off. But how to remove the excess CollidEscape trapped underneath?

Step 4: Remove Overlap (part 2)

There will now only be a small strip of overlap trapped under the second applied piece of CollidEscape. Gently peel back one edge of the overlap, and pull the extra strip off the glass. Pull away the strip towards the first applied piece,